


At Natufia, we strongly believe you can 
change your life by growing your own. 
Health and wellbeing are a lifestyle 
choice, in trend with our urgent need to 
save the planet and find sustainable 
solutions. The Natufia Smart Indoor 
Garden was designed to o�er its users a 
holistic approach to a better living. 

With a team of engineers, developers, 
designers, botanists, and chefs, Natufia 
is a technological leader in its field, with 
over 20 patents registered. 

Plants and herbs can be harvested to be 
cooked immediately, giving extra life to 
your diet and allowing a complete 
transformation in your relationship to 
food. 



 

impact, and eliminating packaging, pollution and 
food mileage” says Gregory Lu, CEO and 
Co-founder. “It cuts-out waste from the food 
supply-chain, and owners can tailor exactly what  
they wish to eat, when they wish to eat it”. 

“Natufia goes beyond the idea of farm-to-table: it is 
kitchen-to-table. Thanks to our unique technology 
and our high end design, our smart indoor garden 
can now let you practice sustainability in lifestyle, 
with healthy eating, while minimising environmental

BEYOND FARM-TO-TABLE

OUR
MISSION



-

Year-round 
reliable 
food source
A vegetable garden without the problems of a vegetable garden! Yield equivalent to a 
20m2 garden but using 95% less water, with less e�ort, without weather constraints. 
No third-party handling, no alien particle transmission, total traceability. No 
pesticides, fungicides, preservatives, packaging, food mileage or negative social & 
environmental  impact.



3 EASY STEPS

1
Buy the seedpods

2
Start growing in the nursery

3
Move to the main chamber

HOW
IT WORKS

32 white cups, both eye-catching and 
functional, are inspired by organic shapes 
and designed to ensure that the form 
follows function. The spiral placement of the 
ceramic cups gives each plant their own 
vertical space to grow. The unique shape 
allows water to flow uninterruptedly from 
cup to cup while providing enough space for 
the plant roots. Having space for the roots is 
o�en overlooked, however, it is as important 
as space for the stems and leaves.

Clients order the seed-pods 
from our website for delivery 
anywhere in the world. 

Up to 32 di�erent plants can 
be grown simultaneously, 
which allows 1 or 2 harvest 
per day, with the unit easily 
providing for a family of four. 
The quality, nutritional 
content, taste, freshness and 
aromas are equal to those of 
a well-tended organic 
garden, but within reach and 
with less e�ort. 
 

Our “Nespresso-type” Seedpods are patent  
protected and made of rockwool. They are 
designed to fit perfectly in the nursery and in 
the ceramic cups of the main chamber and 
to create the optimal conditions for the 
plants to grow. Each seed pod contains the 
ideal number of seeds per species for ideal 
growing. All seeds are strictly non GMO, with 
most also organic and certified Demeter. 
The seedpods are natural and compostable 
once used. 

Natufia has a small nursery drawer, a place 
where everything starts. The nursery is 
designed to meet the needs of a 
germinating seed, o�ering the care (light, 
moisture and warmth) they need. The 
nursery fits 35 seedpods and has its own 
independent watering and light cycles. 
Therefore, you can pre-grow the seedlings 
any time, no matter what growing profile 
you have chosen for your mature plants in 
the main chamber.
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Natufia comes in a standard size  - 60cm x 60 cm - 
and can be integrated easily into any indoor space 
as it only needs water connection in and out and an 
electrical plug. 

Our technical support via whatsapp is available 
24 hours a day, 7 days a week. We have a network of 
local technical partners who can be on site within 48 
hours.

User maintenance consists of a regular routine to 
keep the garden safe, and once every two months a 
cleaning of the water tank (less than 1 hour). 

All our tutorial videos for the installation, 
gardening, maintenance, etc.. are available on 
Youtube.

Natufia has been designed to be easy 
to install and use.

INSTALLATION
& MAINTENANCE



Elegant and timeless 
design to integrate 
seamlessly into your 
décor. Some examples of 
integration :

 

DESIGNED
FOR YOUR KITCHEN

WITH BULTHAUP
Private appartement..

WITH EGGERSMAN
Showroom.

WITH MARRONE
Private house.



www.natufia.com
info@natufia.com

Follow us on: Youtube · LinkedIn · Instagram

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCjiKZnM7jCgbozOesBJaMTQ?&ab_channel=NatufiaLabs
https://www.linkedin.com/company/3840594/
https://www.instagram.com/natufia_labs/

